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Abstract: Chromonic liquid crystals have recently received a lot of attention due to their spontaneous
self-assembly in supramolecular columnar structures that, depending on their concentration in water,
align to form a nematic liquid crystalline phase. The chirality may be induced in chromonics by
adding chiral moieties to the nematic phase or enhanced by confining them in curved geometrical
constraints. This review summarizes the recent research developments on chiral chromonic liquid
crystals confined in spherical geometry, relating the results to what was observed for thermotropic
liquid crystals in the same conditions. The review focuses on the studies carried out on commercially
available nematic chromonics, investigating the effects on their topologies in different anchoring
conditions and different chiral dopants and suggesting an application in the sensor field.
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1. Introduction

This review is focused on a peculiar state of matter: chromonic liquid crystals. These
materials are columnar liquid crystals that self-assemble in water. One typical example is
DNA. There are several reasons to study them. First of all, the molecules are biocompatible
and their mesophases could be applied in sensor and food safety fields. However, the self-
aggregation mechanism is not fully understood and the behavior of these compounds when
confined among two glasses is unpredictable. Furthermore, apart from native cholesteric
chromonics, the chirality can be induced in the nematic compounds doping them with a
suitable chiral amino acid. However, the connection between the chirality at the molec-
ular scale and the macroscopic chiral structure of the liquid crystalline phases is not yet
understood [1].

In recent years, researchers demonstrated that chromonics assume a spontaneous
torque when they are confined to cylindrical or spherical geometries. Most of the studies
focused on tactoids or cylindrical capillaries [2–5].

Tactoids are spindle-like droplets in which an ordered nematic phase appears when
cooling the isotropic phase. The nematic phase coexists with the isotropic phase in a broad
range of concentrations and temperatures. The director configuration and the shape of
the tactoids are determined by the balance between the elastic volume and the surface
energies [2]. Since chromonics have a small twist elastic constant with respect to the splay
and bend constants, the nematic director field is twisted. Since the system is not natively
chiral, the number of tactoids with the left and right twist is approximately the same.
In 2015, Peng and Lavrentovich [5] demonstrated that a small amount of R or S chiral
molecules can amplify the chirality, turning chiral tactoids into either right- or left-twisted
structures. The chirality amplification is demonstrated by an increased optical activity of
these structures.

In the last twenty years, there has been an increasing interest in thermotropic chiral
liquid crystals confined in curved geometries. Several investigations have been carried
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out allowing researchers to theoretically predict and experimentally observe a plethora of
topological configurations [6–9].

In particular, the optical properties of chiral nematic microspheres have been exploited
in several application fields. For example, chiral microdroplets can be used as tunable
microlasers. Microdroplets containing a dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal exhibit omni-
directional lasing from the center of the drop when they are optically pumped, with the
lasing wavelength that depends on the pitch of the cholesteric. [10,11].

Additionally, it is possible to create band edge lasers using dye-doped chiral nematic
liquid crystals emulsified within a polymer matrix and deposited onto a rigid and flexible
substrate [12] or encapsulated in free-standing films [13].

CLC droplets can be used not only for laser application but also for sensing. Lee et al.
demonstrated their use as biosensors [14]. Petriashvili et al. investigated the possibility of
using an emulsion of dye-doped chiral liquid crystals microdroplets dispersed in a glycerol
matrix as a sensor for the presence of nitric acid molecules [15].

Finally, in 2016, Geng et al. proposed an anti-counterfeiting system based on the optical
properties of a cholesteric liquid crystal emulsion [16]. The different chiral microspheres
and microshells in random positions when illuminated by visible light, owing to the cross
talk and selective reflection phenomena, exhibited a peculiar optical pattern that was
irreproducible and could not be tampered with.

In this perspective, the possibility of confining or encapsulating the chromonics ma-
terials in the microspheres represents an opportunity for the creation of biocompatible
devices to be exploited, expanding the aforementioned applications into the biological and
pharmaceutical fields.

This type of confinement has been achieved in chromonics using tactoids encapsulated
in a polymeric matrix.

In 2016, MacLachlan and co-workers presented a successful attempt to encapsulate
chromonic liquid crystals [17]. The polymerization of polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels
in inverse emulsions was used to capture the chiral nematic structure of the cellulose
nanocrystals in the microspheres. Chiral tactoids formed in the water droplets of an inverse
emulsion system in the presence of the PAAm precursors, and the photopolymerization of
PAAm solidified these droplets with the encapsulated chiral nematic tactoids.

Even if these structures are extremely interesting from a fundamental point of view, they
are not easily tunable in terms of the optical properties and are not attractive for practical appli-
cations with respect to what can be obtained using emulsification or microfluidics technologies.

This review collects the latest experimental results present in the literature on the
optical textures observed in the chiral chromonic microspheres prepared using mixtures of
chromonics and chiral dopants for thermotropic liquid crystals. The review starts from a
detailed description of chromonics, provides an overview of the theoretical models that
describe the topological defects that can arise in thermotropic liquid crystals confined in the
microspheres with different anchoring conditions and reports the experimental validation
of these models on chromonics in their nematic and chiral-induced mesophases. The
possibility to vary the anchoring conditions at the surface using different oils provides an
opportunity to observe different interesting features and it is a step toward the comprehen-
sion of the self-assembling mechanism of these fascinating compounds. Finally, we provide
a brief description of the possible applications.

2. Brief Description of Chromonics

Chromonics are a subset of lyotropic liquid crystals. Their name is derived from the
Greek word “chroma” meaning color, indicating that many chromonics are colored [18].

They usually consist of a rigid hydrophobic discotic core that is composed of hy-
drophobic aromatic rings with hydrophilic groups [19]. Some examples of chromonic LCs
include drugs, such as disodium chromoglycate, that are often used in anti-asthmatic treat-
ments; dyes, such as Sunset Yellow, that are used in the food industry; DNA nucleotides
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such as guanine derivatives; DNA itself and cellulose. The interest in chromonic materials
relies on the fact that their molecules are able to self-assemble.

The driving force for molecular aggregation appears to be an enthalpically driven
face-to-face adhesion between the aromatic rings [20]. Not only are the π–π interactions
between the aromatic complexes involved in the aggregation but the flexibility and nature
of the chains connecting the complexes, the nature of the other functional groups around the
complexes and the electrostatic and dipolar interactions between the complexes also define
the organization between the molecules [21]. These interactions (electrostatic, excluded
volume, hydrophobic) constrain the aromatic complexes to arrange themselves in very
specific orientations relative to each other [22]. Then, during stacking, chromonic molecules
can position themselves on each other, so the stack is perpendicular to the flat chromonic
molecule, or they can undergo displacement, so the stack is angled. In other cases, the
arrangement is even more complex.

However, for chromonic self-assemblies, there is neither an optimum aggregation size
nor a critical temperature for the onset of the aggregation. Additionally, the energy of
the assembly is high [20–22]; hence, there are significant energy barriers for the dynamic
dissociation and re-association of these molecules.

Due to the presence of these elongated aggregates, chromonics are able to form two
mesophases (Figure 1): the nematic (N) phase at low concentrations, consisting of a nematic
matrix of columns, and the M phase at higher concentrations, in which the columns pack
into a regular two-dimensional hexagonal lattice.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the N (left) and M phases (right) for a chromonic liquid crystal.

The best way to illustrate the mesophase existence intervals of a chromonic material
in water is to consider its phase diagram, which identifies them as a function of their
temperature and concentration [23,24].

Figure 2a shows the molecular structure of disodium chromoglycate (DSCG), whose
phase diagram in a deionized water solution is reported Figure 2b. DSCG is the disodium
salt of dibasic acid: 1,3-bis (2-carboxychromon-5-yloxy)-2-hydroxypropane [25]. Its crystals
are an interstitial solid solution, with water as the interstitial component. In the solution, the
unit cell expands to accommodate up to approx. nine water molecules before collapsing to
form liquid crystalline hydrates. The DSCG crystals are unique in their degree of reversible
water absorption without causing a lattice collapse.

For the DSCG concentrations between 10 and 15 wt%, the nematic phase appears at
room temperature. For the concentrations of 20 wt% or more, a columnar phase appears.
The phase diagram contains large intervals in which the two phases coexist. At room
temperature, the N and M phases coexist in the range of 15 to 20 wt%.

Another well studied chromonic is Sunset Yellow (SSY), Figure 3a shows its molecular
formula. SSY can exist in two tautomeric forms [26]: an NH hydrazone form, where
the hydrogen resides on the distant nitrogen of the azo bond, and an OH azo-tautomer
form, where the hydroxide proton resides on the oxygen in ortho rather than the azo
bond. Edwards et al. [27] showed that the NH hydrazonic form prevails. The azo form
can produce cis-trans isomers. This change in the isomers occurs when the molecule
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interacts with light in the 480–500 nm wavelength range. As shown in the phase diagram
in Figure 3b, the N phase appears at a concentration of approx. 30–40% by weight, while
the hexagonal phase appears at approx. 40–45% by weight.
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For the largely studied thermotropic liquid crystals, to describe the phenomena in-
volving them on a larger-than-molecular scale, it is more convenient to consider them
as continuous media, defining the director n̂ and considering the splay, twist and bend
deformations to describe the elastic deformation of the material. If the liquid crystal is
confined, then the anchoring energy that is related to the interaction of the molecules at the
interface surface will need to be considered.

It is well known that the elastic energy E associated with a liquid crystal confined
between two surfaces [29] can be divided into two components: one component that
depends on the elastic deformations of the liquid crystal in the volume (FV) and one that
depends on the interactions at the interface (FS).

E =
∫

FV

(
nα,

dnα

dxb

)
dV +

∫
FSdS, (1)

The elastic deformations were studied for both DSCG and SSY and the elastic constants
were measured [30]. For DSCG, at a concentration range (12.5–18 wt%), the twist constant
(K22) was more than 10 times smaller than the splay (K11) and bend (K33) constants. In
particular, K11, K22 and K33 were 10.2, 0.7 and 24.9 pN, respectively. For SSY, similarly to
DSCG, the twist constant was much smaller than the splay and bend constants, while K11
and K33 were comparable to each other. In particular, K11, K22 and K33 were 4.3, 0.7 and
6.1 pN, respectively [30,31].
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3. Theoretical Modeling of Defects in Thermotropic Microspheres

Droplets are the simplest and most symmetric confining container for liquid crystals.
When a liquid crystalline volume is confined to a spherical geometry, the anchoring con-
ditions at the interface impose topological constraints on the director field that inevitably
causes the topological defects to form [32]. These defects are interesting not only from a
scientific point of view but, as mentioned in the introduction, they can also be useful for
technological applications [33,34].

The confinement of thermotropic liquid crystals in the microspheres is easily obtained
by dispersing them in an immiscible fluid (for example, water-based polymers or glycerol).
Due to their immiscibility, an interface is formed between the liquid crystal and the sur-
rounding fluid. Since the interface formation costs energy, the liquid crystal droplets tend
to minimize the surface free energy by assuming a perfectly spherical shape. Inside the
microsphere, the nematic director vector field depends on three factors: the anchoring of
the liquid crystal at the interface, the elastic properties of the liquid crystal and the size of
the sphere.

In a liquid crystal microsphere, the balance between the volume and surface energy
is complex. The volume elastic energy FV scales linearly with the radius of the drop R,
whereas the surface energy FS is proportional to WR2 where W is the anchoring energy.
From this, it is evident that as the radius R of the liquid crystalline droplet increases,
the interface contribution predominates over the volume contribution and, therefore, the
influence of the topological constraints imposed by the interface vanishes for the small
droplet sizes.

Comparing the two energy contributions, it is possible to define a critical radius as
the ratio of the elastic energy to the anchoring energy K/W [32]. For the droplets of radius
smaller than the critical radius, it will be energetically favorable to change the anchoring at
the surface [35] and, thus, relax the elastic deformation leading to a uniform orientation of
the director (Figure 4). This happens for the droplets with a radius in the order of a micron.
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If the droplets radius is larger than the critical value, topological defects will appear.
In an article from 2011, T. Lopez Leon and A. Fernandez-Nieves exhaustively collected
the phenomenology of the observed textures identifying them as a function of their elastic
properties and anchoring conditions [36].

Among them, for the planar anchoring with K11 < K33, a bipolar configuration is
typically observed (Figure 5a). In this configuration there are two defects, called boojums,
at the poles. The bipolar configuration shows splay distortions near each defect and bend
distortions in the rest of the drop.

Adding a twist to this configuration, a twisted bipolar configuration is obtained
(Figure 5b). The resulting structure still maintains the two boojums at the poles, but
the surface director field is at an angle relative to the axis that connects the two point
defects. The bipolar twisted configuration forms when K11 ≥ K22 + 0.431K33. Instead, when
K11 < K22 + 0.431K33 and K11 > K33 and K11 < K33, the director organizes itself into a series
of concentric circles, forming a structure that has a defect line along the diameter of the
drop (Figure 5c). This structure is unstable.
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For homeotropic anchoring, the frequently observed configuration for the nematics,
which favors a splay to bend distortion, is the radial drop (Figure 6a). A pure splay is
obtained with a localized defect, called a hedgehog, in the center of the drop. A variant of
this structure results from the presence of twist distortions to form a twisted radial drop
(Figure 6b).
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For nematics that favor a bend to splay distortion, the director is organized around
a ring defect located on the surface of the drop along one of the two equatorial lines
(Figure 6c). In this case, the director has a cylindrical symmetry, and there is a defect line
perpendicular to the director’s preferred orientation (on the drop’s equator).

For the cholesteric phases, more complex configurations are formed. As it is well
known, in a cholesteric liquid crystal, the director describes a helix in the volume and,
due to the cylindrical symmetry of this phase, the whole structure is periodic after a half
rotation. Two parameters control the configuration of the director within a cholesteric drop:
the anchoring conditions at the interface and the twisting power qR, where R is the radius
of the drop and q is the inverse of half the pitch.

For planar anchoring and a low twisting power (qR < 1), the resulting drop configu-
ration is a twisted bipolar (Figure 7a). For planar anchoring and a high twisting power
(qR > 1), the most frequently observed configuration is the Frank–Pryce structure, which
consists of a central hedgehog with a defect line along the radius (Figure 7e). This line can
be explained considering the liquid crystal as a set of nematic planes. The line is the result
of the concentric stacking of these nematic layers inside the drop, with each layer slightly
rotated with respect to the other. The defect line can be seen as a linear stacking of defect
points in each cholesteric layer. By varying the droplet size with respect to the cholesteric
pitch, the configuration of the drop progressively changes from a twisted bipolar to the
Frank–Pryce structure (Figure 7b–d).

The case for the homeotropic alignment was studied in detail by Krakhalev and co-
workers [37]. The authors reported on the orientational structures observed in cholesteric
droplets as a function of the helicity parameter N0 = 2d/p (d is the droplet diameter). A se-
quence of structures were identified comparing the director configurations and topological
defect-simulated textures with polarized light optical microscopy images [38,39].
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When N0 = 1.1, the radial structure was observed, the point defect was located in
the center of the drop and the director distribution was not twisted. In the drops where
N0 > 1.1, the twisted radial structure was observed (Figure 8a).
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axis was oriented parallel (top row) and perpendicular (bottom row) to the viewing plane. (a) A
7.5 µm droplet (N0 = 2.7) with the twisted radial structure; (b) a 14 µm droplet (N0 = 5.1) with the
toron-like structure; (c) a 15 µm droplet (N0 = 5.5) with the intermediate (L0) structure; (d) a 17 µm
droplet (N0 = 6.2) with the layer-like (L) structure. The bipolar axis lies in the plane of the film and
the polarizer is aligned perpendicularly to the bipolar axis. Reprinted with permission from ref. [37].
Copyright 2005, the Royal Society of Chemistry.

When 2.9 ≤ N0 ≤ 5.8, the toron-like structure is observed. This structure presents the
formation of an equatorial circular defect line near the drop surface (Figure 8b). A further
increase in the droplet diameter leads to a layer-like L structure with a bipolar distribution
of helical axes and with a double twist defect line near the surface (Figure 8d). There is
also another structure called the intermediate layer-like structure L0 that shows a number
of twists and does not vary as a function of the drop size, having both a fixed geometry
and a layered nature (Figure 8c). In some intervals, the different textures are observed
simultaneously (Figure 9).
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4. Confinement of Nematic Chromonics and Native Chiral Chromonics in Microspheres

Compared to the thermotropic liquid crystals, the chromonic liquid crystal droplets are
less studied because it is difficult to confine them in a matrix and prevent both coalescence
and water evaporation.

In 2013, Joonwoo Jeong and his co-workers carried out detailed studies on the
chromonic liquid crystal Sunset Yellow confined in the microspheres with planar anchoring
conditions at the interface [40]. The microdroplets containing SSY in water in a percentage
of 31% in weight were stabilized in a hexadecane matrix containing a non-ionic surfactant:
sorbitan monooleate (Span 80). As mentioned above, the nematic director field in a typical
bipolar configuration observed in a thermotropic nematic LC presents two boojums located
at opposite poles of the drop. These are represented in Figure 10 by the black dots, while the
yellow rods represent the director configuration. Instead, the authors observed a distorted
chiral bipolar configuration in the chromonic nematic microspheres in which the director
rotated in a helicoidal manner with the axis of the helix perpendicular to the boojums
(Figure 10b).
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As underlined, in chromonics, the twist elastic constant is an order of magnitude
smaller than the bend and splay constants. This explain why, when they are confined in
curved geometries, a large reflection symmetry breaking is observed, i.e., the strong splay
and bend deformations of the director are relaxed trough the twist deformation.

Their findings are extremely interesting since Jeong et al. demonstrated that the
confinement in a curved geometry highlights a spontaneous formation in the nematic phase
of the chiral patterns from the achiral building blocks.

There are few examples in the literature of chiral chromonics that were confined in a
spherical geometry. The most remarkable one is the work published by Yungfen Li and
his co-workers in 2016 [41]. The authors presented an extensive investigation on cellulose
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nanocrystals (CNCs) confined in micrometric spheres. CNCs are stiff rod-like particles
consisting of cellulose chain segments that present an almost perfect crystalline structure
and have an average length of 183 nm and a diameter of 23 nm. CNCs are intrinsically
chiral and form at the proper concentrations in a chiral liquid crystalline phase [42].

The confinement was obtained using an aqueous 7 wt% CNC suspension following
a precise protocol, together with the exploitation of the microfluidic techniques. The im-
miscible matrix was a mixture of a fluorinated oil (F-oil) containing 1.0 wt% of a surfactant
triblock copolymer perfluoropolyether and poly(ethylene oxide-co-propylene oxide).

The authors demonstrated that, in the presence of a strong planar anchoring, the
textures obtained showed spherical layers arranged in a concentric manner with a defect at
the center of the sphere and a radial disclination line. The textures were size dependent,
in particular for the droplets with a radius in the range between 40 µm and 115 µm, a
Frank–Pryce-like texture was obtained.

Interestingly, the core of the drop was in the isotropic phase, while the rest of the
drop was in the chiral phase, showing a phase separation between the core and the rest
of the droplet. The optical microscope image in polarized light (Figure 11) of a droplet
exhibiting Frank–Pryce texture showed the characteristic structures of the cholesteric phase,
a Maltese cross and a shell with alternating light and dark concentric rings corresponding
to the surfaces at a constant refractive index. The concentric spherical packing of the
cholesteric layers began at the interface between the microsphere and the immiscible matrix
and gradually propagated towards the center of the drop. The center appeared black,
highlighting the presence of an isotropic core. The image also showed the presence of
a disclination, indicated by a white arrow, and an occasional dislocation, indicated by a
red arrow.
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This configuration can be explained by introducing another term in the Oseen–Frank
theory of the elastic energy that it is usually neglected for thermotropic LCs: the saddle-
splay term. The saddle-splay term, denoted K24, refers to a deformation of the director field
such that n(r) is normal to a saddle surface [43,44]. Such surfaces have a negative Gaussian
curvature, i.e., two principal curvatures of opposite signs and a saddle curve upwards
along the crotch but downwards through the crotch. The corresponding energy density is a
pure divergence term.

f24 = −K24

2
∇·(n∇·n + n×∇× n). (2)

When considering strongly confined LC samples, such as droplets, the total free
energy is the sum of three contributions: the volume, anchoring and saddle-splay. The
latter is the only contribution that has a negative sign. A saddle-splay deformation of the
boundary interface decreases the energy if K24 > 0. When the sample boundaries are flat,
the contribution of f 24 disappears totally. In contrast, on small microspheres with strongly
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curved boundaries that impose elastic distortions within the LC, this contribution can play
an important role.

A very important difference between chromonic and thermotropic chiral liquid crystals
is the size of the isotropic core, which is much larger in chromonics. To understand the
mechanism that leads to the creation of such a large isotropic core in the CNC droplets,
the balance between the elastic, condensation and surface energies must be considered.
The free energy associated with the formation of an isotropic core with a radius ri, in a
microsphere in which the radius is larger than the cholesteric helical pitch, is given by the
following formula [41].

F = 8π(K11 − K24)(R− ri) + 4πσchir2
i +

4
3

π( fi − fch)r3
i , (3)

The first term is related to the distortion of the cholesteric layers, the second is related
to the energy at the cholesteric–isotropic interface and the third is the difference in the free
energy between the isotropic and cholesteric phases. Σchi is the tension at the interface
between the chiral and isotropic phases and fi and fch are the free energy densities of
the isotropic and chiral phases, respectively. The only term that favors the existence of
an isotropic core is −8π (K11–K24) ri, for which the elastic energy is reduced when the
curved chiral layers are replaced in the center of the drop with an isotropic spherical region.
This implies that a fraction of the CNC is transferred from the core into the cholesteric
shell. The fraction transferred in the volume is very small and no significant change in the
measured pitch is observed in the shell. For the values typical of chromonic liquid crystals,
Equation (3) predicts a radius ri in the order of 1µm, which is close to the experimentally
measured value. This radius is two or three orders of magnitude larger than the one
recorded for a thermotropic liquid crystal, usually between 2 nm and 50 nm [43,45].

5. Induced Chiral Chromonics in Microspheres

Apart from native chiral chromonics, the chirality can be induced in chromonics,
adding a proper number of chiral molecules to the nematic mesophase. In a paper published
in 2008 [46], T. Shirai et al. demonstrated the chirality induction in DSCG by doping it with
the chiral additives L-carnitine, L-alanine, isosorbide, disodium L-tartrate dihydrate and
trans-4-hydroxy-L-proline (trans-Hyp). Shirai et al. investigated the textures observed in
planar confinement and noted that DSCG doped with trans-Hyp showed the shortest pitch
with some colorful reflections when observed from an oblique direction.

Recent articles demonstrated that the chirality amplification in chromonics allows
researchers to obtain a rich variety of topologies in a spherical confinement as those
observed for thermotropic liquid crystals. These findings were extremely interesting since
the liquid crystalline phase of chromonics that have an important water content showed
the same optical textures as pure thermotropic liquid crystals.

To confine chromonics in the microspheres, the emulsification technique relies on the
immiscibility of the water-based chromonic and an oily matrix. The choice of the matrix was
a crucial point since it had the double task of preventing the movement of the microspheres
reducing the coalescence phenomena and providing the correct anchoring conditions at the
interface. The chirality induction in a spherical confinement was investigated for the model
chromonics, DSCG and SSY doped with different chiral moieties, and few differences and
similarities were highlighted.

5.1. Chiral Induction in DSCG

The chirality was successfully induced in DSCG using three different types of chiral
amino acids, i.e., L-alanine, L-lysine and trans-Hyp (Figure 12) with different helical
twisting powers [47]. The optical properties of the chiral chromonics were studied as a
function of three different types of confining matrices.
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It is known that paraffin induces a planar alignment at the interface. When L-alanine
10 wt% was dissolved in DSCG 13 wt%, the water solution and microspheres were pro-
duced, and interesting textures were observed. Concentric periodic rings were visible
at the borders of the microsphere and did not cover the entire area (Figure 13a). The
measured periodicity was 8.6 ± 0.5 µm. The main problem with the use of paraffin is that
the chiral textures or textures connected to chirality induction are not always observable in
the microspheres. Additionally, there are problems related to the coalescence and quick
water evaporation.
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The use of silicon oil (49.3 cSt, Sigma Aldrich, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany)
did not help in preventing the coalescence and the concentric rings were less defined than
in the previous case (Figure 13b). The periodicity of the rings was approx. 7.0 ± 0.5 µm.
The best-defined optical configurations were obtained through the use of polydimethyl
siloxane (PDMS). The microspheres exhibited a well-defined chiral texture with concentric
circles. The Frank–Pryce texture, which propagates from the borders to the central core,
was already observed for native chiral chromonics (Figure 13c). In addition, the presence of
radial disclinations was clearly visible, resembling what was observed in the thermotropic
liquid crystals. The possibility of obtaining this kind of texture in the chiral chromonic liquid
crystal microspheres was not obvious, because it was a three-component system composed
mainly of water, whose temporal stability was a delicate thermodynamical equilibrium.
Nevertheless, the chiral texture was well-defined, and the pitch was homogeneous. For
example, as shown in Figure 13c, the diameter of the microsphere was approx. 89 µm with
a pitch of 10.7 ± 0.5 µm. Additionally, the use of PDMS as matrix was extremely efficient
in preventing the coalescence and water evaporation.

Not all the chiral dopants were effective in inducing the chirality in DSCG. Figure 14a
shows the typical texture observed in a microsphere containing DSCG 13 wt% and L-lysine
10 wt% in paraffin, while Figure 14b shows the texture of a microsphere containing DSCG
13 wt% with 26 wt% of trans-Hyp, whose value was very close to the solubility limit of
this dopant.

L-lysine was less effective than trans-Hyp for inducing the chirality, with the latter
allowing researchers to obtain a perfect Frank–Pryce texture showing a well-defined Maltese
cross when observed between crossed polarizers. The average measured half-pitch was
1.65 ± 0.10 µm.
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To understand the role of chiral amino acids and to investigate their position with
respect to the supramolecular aggregates, X-ray diffraction measurements were carried
out. The best performing amino acids—L-alanine and trans-Hyp—were used to prepare
the chiral DSCG samples. The analysis was performed on chiral chromonic dried thin
films deposited on thin solid films of PDMS. A slow drying procedure was carried out
in controlled humidity and temperature conditions in order to allow the supramolecular
aggregates to self-assemble in well-ordered phases.

As visible in Figure 15, the DSCG nematic phase, drying slowly, turned into the
hexagonal phase that was observed at a small angle. When L-alanine was added, it
favored a pair molecule interaction (supramolecular diffraction peaks visible in the XRD
pattern). The DSCG hexagonal arrangement was hampered, and supra molecular structures
appeared [48].
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Furthermore, when the solubility limit was reached, the chiral dopant was expelled
from the phase giving rise to the L-alanine crystals.

Similar features were observed for DSCG doped with trans-Hyp [49]. Figure 16 shows
that, at low angles, a peak corresponding to trans-Hyp was visible and, as in the previous
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case, this pointed to a phase separation. For both amino acids, the observations suggested
that the chiral dopant was not intercalated inside the columns but probably bound to the
external side of the supramolecular columnar structures. This fact could also explain the
nematic core observed in the polarized light optical images of the microspheres. The chiral
dopant was not intercalated in the supramolecular columns, and it was expelled from the
central part of the microspheres. Nevertheless, the external binding seemed to be the most
effective for inducing the chirality and obtaining the well-defined optical textures.
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Finally, there was a factor common to all the observed samples. The slow water evapo-
ration caused the textures to degrade slowly, and this was the main problem that prevented
these materials from being used for applications (Figure 17a–c). If the microspheres are
stored at room temperature, textures would deteriorate after approximately 2 weeks. The
degradation time is dependent on the temperature and humidity of the environment. If
refrigerated at 4 ◦C, the texture would be preserved for two weeks.
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Figure 17. (a–c) Microsphere texture degradation. Reprinted with permission from ref. [37]. Copy-
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The water evaporation can be slowed by simply polymerizing the PDMS matrix and
obtaining a flexible film containing the microspheres (Figure 17d). In this case, the textures
can be preserved for months. This aspect is important and could be exploited to create,
for example, time temperature indicators that, if opportunely calibrated, could be used to
monitor the cold food chain.

5.2. Chiral Induction in SSY

The chirality induction was also studied in Sunset Yellow using PDMS as the confining
matrix [50], and it was strongly dependent on the type of amino acid that was used.
Figure 18 shows the textures obtained in the microspheres containing L-alanine (Figure 18a),
L-lysine (Figure 18b) and trans-Hyp (Figure 18c) dispersed in a paraffin matrix. Only after
doping with the high twisting power trans-Hyp, a torsion in the texture was visible at the
borders of the droplet.
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Figure 18. Sunset Yellow 30 wt% in paraffin oil doped with (a) L-alanine 10 wt%, (b) L-lysine 10 wt%.
and (c) trans-Hyp 26 wt%. Reprinted with permission from ref. [50]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier.

A richer variety of textures was observed when PDMS was used as the confining
matrix. PDMS imposed an homeotropic alignment to Sunset Yellow. In the spherical
confinement, this favored the formation of chiral SSY for the topologies observed only
in a chiral thermotropic liquid crystal in the same type of confinement. As an example,
when doping with L-lysine, toron-like structures and intermediate layer-like textures were
observed (Figure 19). While doping SSY with trans-Hyp, layer-like textures and Frank–
Pryce-like textures were observed.
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Figure 19. (a) POM images of the microspheres containing SSY doped with L-Lysine 10 wt% in
PDMS, showing a toron-like texture and an intermediate layer-like structure and (b) SSY with trans-
Hyp 26 wt%, showing a Frank–Pryce-like texture. (a,b) Reprinted with permission from ref. [50].
Copyright 2022, Elsevier.

The XRD spectra acquired on the dried films of both SSY and SSY doped with L-lysine
on the thin PDMS layers are shown in Figure 20. The XRD pattern of the pure SSY exhibited
peaks related to the hexagonal mesophase. Both low and high angle peaks, which were
related to the intercolumnar (17.7 Å) and stacking distance (3.43 Å), respectively, were
visible, suggesting that the columnar structures did not have a preferred orientation, lying
either perpendicular or planar on the PDMS surface.

For SSY doped with L-Lysine, the diffraction pattern showed well-defined peaks and
several features in the high angle region. This was due to the incorporation of SSY into the
columnar aggregates, i.e., the presence of SSY led to an increase order in the structure. This
points to the fact that the L-Lysine effect on the SSY liquid crystal phase was to shorten
the rigid cylinders or increase the flexibility of the long cylinders. It is well known that
SSY, as a sulfonated dye, hardly crystallizes without the presence of co-adjuvants that can
help in the crystallization process [51]. In this case, L-Lysine acted as a co-adjuvant in the
formation of a crystalline-like film.

The interaction of SSY with trans-Hyp was completely different. The XRD pattern
showed a residual 2D/3D SSY order for low diffraction angles (highlighted by the blue
circle), while the small red lines marked the proper peaks of the trans-Hyp [52] (Figure 21).
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It is, therefore, clear that L-Lysine and trans-Hyp interacted with SSY in a different
manner with the second mechanism of interaction being more efficient in order to induce
the chirality in the system [53].

6. Applications

The applications in optics for chromonic liquid crystals in planar geometries have
been extensively reported [54]. In the form of dried thin films, chromonics can be exploited
as linear polarizers, optical compensators, retarders, alignment layers and color filters [tam
chang]. As an example, a shear-induced orientation can be used to align the chromonic N
phase. Following the solvent evaporation, the polarizing films with a dichroic ratio as high
as 30 can be obtained [55,56] and, using the appropriate materials, the films may also show
a polarized fluorescent emission [57].
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In general, all the applications demand a homogeneous and stable alignment on
anisotropic surfaces, a condition that is difficult to achieve [58]. At present, a good align-
ment of chromonics, both planar and homeotropic, on large areas cannot be obtained
without the presence of defects and stability issues. Recently, van der Asdonk and co-
workers presented a technique that could overcome this limit [59]. The authors supposed
that the alignment problem was mainly related to the hydrophobic/hydrophilic mismatch
between the substrates and chromonics, since the alignment surfaces are often hydrophobic
while the in-plane aligned liquid crystalline assemblies are covered in hydrophilic groups
on the outside. Following this idea, the quality and stability of the planar alignment of
chromonics can be improved, adding a small amount of a non-ionic surfactant. The samples
with surfactant showed an excellent alignment that was stable for months without any loss
in the alignment quality. Using the same approach, well-aligned dry films of chromonics
can also be obtained.

Chromonics have also been proposed for applications as biosensors. In 2005,
Shiyanovskii et al. presented a sensor composed of a chromonic liquid crystal sand-
wiched between two rubbed polyimide coated glasses that was observed between crossed
polarizers [60]. The authors showed that the distortions of the nematic chromonic director
around a spherical particle with a planar surface orientation and the consequent light
transmittance through the distorted region was a steep function of the particle’s size. For
their experiments, they used a chromonic nematic liquid crystal containing antigen-coated
latex beads and an antibody. The specific recognition of the antigen by the antibody re-
sulted in the agglomeration of the latex beads in the large particles. The presence of these
agglomerates caused a director distortion around them that could be easily detected using
polarized light microscopy.

Recently, the use of chromonic thin films as humidity sensors was proposed [61].
Glushchenko and co-workers demonstrated that the sensing properties related to the
self-assembling properties of solid chromonic films as a function of the humidity of the sur-
rounding air. In the dry films, the stacking distance in the molecular aggregates depended
on the water content of the ambient atmosphere that modified the weak non-covalent
hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions between the molecular groups. Applying an
electric field, a variation of the humidity and, consequently, the stacking distance, caused
a dramatic change in the electric current passing through the aggregate that could be
easily detected.

The application of chiral chromonics in spherical geometries has not yet been in-
vestigated. However, it could also be foreseen in the field of sensors, for example, as
time temperature indicators (TTIs). A TTI is a device or smart label that accumulates the
time–temperature history of a material. This type of devices is extremely important, as an
example, for the monitoring of the food cold chain to ensure food safety and freshness.

There are two types of TTIs, namely, diffusion-based and chemical reaction-activated [62].
Diffusion-based TTIs are composed of a temperature phase-change dye and a porous
material. When the dye melts due to high temperatures, it permeates the porous materials.
Chemical reaction-activated TTIs are based on a color change induced by the reactions of
a chemical component activated above a specific temperature. Unfortunately, both types
of TTIs have their respective critical disadvantages due to construction constraints, scarce
sensitivity or chemical substance leakage issues.

Chromonic liquid crystals have the potential to be applied as TTIs that lay on the
director distortions arising from the aligned chromonic phases reflected in colorful optical
textures that are temperature dependent.

As an example, chiral chromonic microspheres were successfully trapped in a poly-
meric free-standing film [49]. Storage at 4 ◦C allowed the textures to be maintained for at
least 10 days, after which their degradation process began. The degradation was irreversible
and it was impossible to recover the initial condition. The texture could be preserved for
longer if the film was kept at −20 ◦C, and this could be used to detect temperature varia-
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tions. The fact that these materials were perfectly biocompatible was ideal since there was
no safety issue when they came into in contact with food or medicines.

7. Conclusions

This review was devoted to the last experimental results obtained in the field of chiral
chromonic liquid crystals confined in spherical geometries. In the scientific community,
there is a growing interest in studying the fundamental properties of these water-based
materials in this highly symmetrical confinement that allows researchers to amplify their
peculiar elastic properties.

After a quick introduction on the self-assembly properties of chromonics, we focused
on the optical textures that are observed on thermotropic chiral liquid crystals when
confined in spherical geometry. This step was necessary as the textures are explained in
terms of the director configuration inside the microspheres and it helps in understanding
the supramolecular aggregates configuration in nematic and chiral chromonics. In this
perspective, the experimental results obtained on native chiral chromonics in the same type
of confinement were reported. Finally, a complete description of the behavior of the two
model chromonics confined in the microspheres, DSCG and SSY, using different confining
matrices and doping them with different chiral dopants, was reported.

The experiments carried out on DSCG showed that the typical textures observed in
thermotropic liquid crystals, for example the Frank–Pryce, could be obtained in chiral
chromonics. This was an important achievement since a similar structure previously was
reported only for native chiral chromonics as cellulose nanocrystals.

To highlight the role of chiral dopants in the torsion of the supramolecular aggregates,
X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out and it was found that the chiral molecules
tend to bind to the outside of the DSCG cylindrical aggregates, favoring their twist. This
result was confirmed for two amino acids: L-alanine and trans-Hyp.

On the other hand, SSY was demonstrated to be a material that the supramolecular
aggregates were difficult to torque, and the effect of the chiral dopants were dependent on
the type of amino acid used.

One of the main differences between DSCG and SSY was their molecular flexibility,
which could be the key parameter for the design of new materials in which the chirality
could be easily amplified. Overall, these results can be useful in fundamental studies of the
defects in the frustrated liquid crystalline phases and may foster the development of new
chromonic liquid crystals.

Finally, chromonics are not yet used for practical applications due to issues in their
stability, even if, in recent years, their use as sensors has been foreseen. At present, no
application of these materials in their chiral nematic phase has been envisaged. However,
the present results could lead to their application in the temperature sensor field.
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